
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a supply chain program manager.
Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for supply chain program manager

Governance of PL IP 3PP products &/or suppliers, including
Coordinate with stakeholders both within Supply ProductArea Cloud & IP3PP
Core team
Demonstrates extensive project and program management discipline
expertise
Demonstrates consistent track-record of successful delivery within practice
and across the Supply Chain discipline
Responsible for all the Supply Chain deliverables identified in the Product
Creation Process (PCP)
Manages the periodic materials quotation activities for relative Commodities
Identifies and facilitates the qualification of new, alternate and/or localized
suppliers for key applicable needs relative to program requirements
In collaboration with Commodity Management, leads the effort to obtain full
commodity and sourcing control of BOM and AVL in the design phase
Works primarily with customers with complex forecasts to ensure forecast is
processed correctly, including netting requirements, planning parameters,
and resolves forecast variances and accuracy
Monitors and analyzes customer details regarding supply chain performance
and/or status, and communicates as applicable to sales and the customer
communicating, recommended changes to planning parameters for AMPS
Planning Tool

Example of Supply Chain Program Manager Job
Description
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Prepares the supply chain and manages continuity of material supply and
delivery ensuring no shortages, delays between proto and early production
Communicates the supply chain strategy to the BU and Ops teams
Manages supplier performance and team expectations by proactively driving
suppliers to meet or exceed committed performance by building
relationships and trust with suppliers
Manages and ensures a smooth product transition from NPI to Sustaining by
utilizing the transition checklist and the Product Lifecycle Cost Plan prior to
pilot and gaining agreement with Mfg Ops and the PLPM on the final
checklist
Support internal/external quality/system Audits
Improvement Activities (process, product and cost)


